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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

When using electrical appliances, basic safety
precautions should always be followed, including the
following:
1 Read all instructions.
2 Do not touch hot surfaces. Use handles or knobs.
3 To protect against fire, electric shock and injury to

persons do not immerse cord, plugs or machine in
water or other liquid.

4 Close supervision is necessary when using any
appliance by or near children.

5 Unplug from power outlet when not in use and before
cleaning. Let cool before putting on or taking off parts
and before cleaning the appliance.

6 Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or
plug or after the appliance malfunctions, or has been
damaged in any manner. Return appliance to the
nearest authorised service facility for examination,
repair, or adjustment.

7 The use of accessory attachments not recommended by
the appliance manufacturer may result in fire, electric
shock, or injury to persons.

8 Do not use outdoors. 
9 Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or

touch hot surfaces.
10 Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or

in a heated oven.
11 Do not use appliance for anything other than its

intended use.
12 SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

The X5 espresso machine uses the EASY
SERVING ESPRESSO (E.S.E) system: for best
results, we recommend using the E.S.E. servings,
which are easily recognisable by the E.S.E. logo

on the package. The E.S.E. system guarantees several
benefits: the quality of the espresso coffee remains
constant regardless of the user's experience. The system is
very easy to use, quick, and extremely easy to clean. It is
very important, however, that you store E.S.E. servings in a
closed, airtight container so that they remain fresh.
NB: The X4 also uses pre-ground coffee, if you have the
ground coffee handle.
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Short instruction

1 Fill the water tank.

2 Connect the plug (2) to a grounded, 
electrical supply.

3 Press the On/Off button (1). The pilot (4)
and the temperature pilot light (5) will
illuminate.

4 Before using the machine for the first
time, we recommend flushing out  the
machine.  Fill the water tank (16). Press
the coffee switch (10) and let water flow
through the machine and the filter-holder
(6). If there is no water flowing, open the
steam valve (12) to let the air in the
system escape.

5 When the temperature pilot light (5) 
switches off, the machine is ready to 
make coffee. Place a single E.S.E. portion,
with its logo face down, into the filter-
holder (6). Next twist the filter-holder 
firmly into the filter-holder guide (7). 

6 When it reaches the desired place a cup 
onto the grill (8) of the machine. Press the
coffee switch (10). If it reaches the desired
quantity of coffee, press  the coffee 
switch again (10) to stop the flow of 
water.
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General information for using the unit

We recommend that the grill (8), the filter-holder (6), the
water tank (16) and the steam nozzle and air intake
opening (13) are cleaned regularly. EXTREMLY IMPORTANT:
never immerse the appliance in water or clean in a
dishwasher. The contents of the water tank (16) should be
changed regularly. After changing water, ensure that the
water intake tube (15) reaches into the inside of the water
tank (16). It is recommended that the machine be
decalcified regularly (depending on the hardness of the
water) using only a decalcification agent specifically
developed for espresso machines. (Use no vinegar!). You
will find further details under the heading decalcification.
For perfect espresso enjoyment, it is recommended that
the cups and the filter-holder (6) are warmed (keep cups
on the cup warmer 14).

1 On/Off switch
2 Plug for power cord
3 Clock
4 On/Off pilot light
5 Temperature pilot light
6 Filter-holder
7 Filter-holder guide
8 Grill
9 Drip tray

10 Coffee switch
11 Steam switch
12 Steam valve
13 Steam outlet
14 Steel cup warmer
15 Water-intake tube
16 Water tank
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x 5 C A P P U C C I N O S

Be sure to make the coffee for your
cappuccino first, before steaming the milk.
(After steaming, the machine will be too hot
and you’ll have to wait for the temperature to
return to the coffee range). In order to
generate steam, press the steam switch (11).
The temperature pilot light (5) lights up. After
approx. 30 seconds or when the light goes
out, the machine is ready. 
1 Turn the steam valve (12) slightly in an anti-

clockwise direction and allow any residual
water to exit the nozzle (13) until steam
starts to exit. Now close the steam valve
(12).

2 Place a container of milk under the steam
exit nozzle (13) and immerse this slightly
into the milk. Now open the steam valve
(12) to obtain the required steam.

A small opening above the nozzle enables a
small amount of air to be drawn in, which then
mixes with the milk causing the desired
frothiness for a cappuccino. If this does not take
place, lower the position of the container so
that the air intake opening (13) is not covered
by milk. We recommend that very cold milk is
used. If, after the preparation of one or more
cappuccinos, you want to make another coffee,
it will be necessary to get the machine back to
the correct coffee temperature. To do this
quickly, make sure the steam switch is not
depressed (11). Open the steam valve (12), run
the pump by pressing the coffee switch (10) and
letting the water flow. This brings cold water
into the boiler and quickly brings the machine
to the optimum coffee temperature.  When the
temperature light goes on, close the steam
valve (12) and switch the pump (10) off. When
the temperature pilot light goes out, the
machine is ready to prepare the next coffee.

Preparing one or several cappuccinos

IMPOTANT: PLEASE FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS AND SEQUENCE
EXACTLY!

x 5 S T E A M  A N D  W A T E R

Steam

The X5 can generate steam or hot water for
the preparation of cappuccino or tea. In order
to generate steam, press the steam switch
(11). The temperature pilot light (5) will light
up. After approx. 30 seconds or when the light
goes out, the machine is ready to make
steam.

Before beginning to steam milk, holding a
cloth at the end of the steam arm and open
the valve to release the water that has
accumulated. 
CAUTION DANGER OF SCALDING!

Hot water

To make hot water, wait until the temperature
pilot light (5) has stopped flashing. Open the
steam valve (12) in an anti-clockwise direction
and press the coffee switch (10). When the
desired quantity of hot water is reached, press
the coffee switch (10) and close the steam
valve (12) in a clockwise direction.

CAUTION: the Nozzle of the steam outlet (13)
is extremely hot during steam release! 
DANGER OF SCALDING!
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Tune in of the clock

The X5 has a built-in analog clock, which
works with battery. To put in the battery,
carefully pull the clock out of the machine.
Remove the cover from the back of the clock
and put the battery in as shown. Replace the
cover. Set the clock by turning the small wheel
on the back. Afterwards put the clock back
into the machine.
Battery type: LR1 1,5V.

In case of malfunction

For safety reasons,  the X5 will switch itself
off, if the temperature exceeds 165°C. 
Please contact always an authorized service
facility for the necessary repairs.

Technical data:

CAUTION: Plug in your appliance only in a grounded outlet. Control

whether your voltage corresponds with the information on the

identification plate of your appliance.

Europe: Voltage: 230V 50Hz Power: 1050W

USA: Voltage: 120V 60Hz Power: 1100W

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes or

improvements without notice.

Decalcifying the coffee machine

The frequency of decalcification will depend on the hardness
(calcium content) of your mains water and how often the coffee
machine is used. Here are a few guidelines, assuming daily use of
the coffee machine:
Calcium content Decalcification

High to very high Monthly

Average Every 2 months

Low Every 3 months

Where a household water softener is fitted Consult the manufacturer

Distilled as well as Britta filtered water are not best suited for coffee
preparation – well-made coffee does require the presence of some
calcium.
Important: Vinegar, cleaning vinegar, alkaline solutions,
salt, formic acid etc. will damage the machine!
Follow the instructions of the decalcifying agent manufacturer.
Please always ensure that the agents used are suitable for coffee
machines.



Australia
Il Caffé Espresso
No.1 Merchant Street
PO Box 808
Mascot NSW. 2020
Tel +61 2 966 70788
Fax +61 2 966 70111
e-mail: cew@illy.com.au

Austria
Maukner Geschenke
Ges.m.b.H. & Co. KG
Münchner Bundesstrasse 40
5013 Salzburg
Tel +43 662 43 45 64
Fax +43 662 43 46 72 79
e-mail:
guenther.maukner@salzburg.co.at

Belgium/Luxembourg
Espresso Time
Bosdel 52/1
3600 Genk
Tel +32 89 32 28 00
Fax +32 89 32 28 01
e-mail: espresso.time@pi.be

Brasil
ACN Com. Imp. e Exp. Ltda
Rua Traipu, 371 - Perdizes
CEP 01235-000
Sao Paulo - S.P.
Tel +55 11 3825 6511
Fax +55 11 3667 9521
e-mail: acn-illy@uol.com.br

Canada
Triede Design
385, Place d'Youville, Suite 15
Montreal, Quebec - H2Y 2B7
Tel +1 514 845 3225
Fax +1 514 845 2030
e-mail: triede@total.net

Czech Republic
Potten & Pannen - Stanek group
Horackova 5
140 00 Praha 4
Tel +420 2 61227373
Fax +420 2 61227372
e-mail: office@pottenpannen.cz

Denmark
Thuesen Jensen A/S
Sjaellandsbroen 2
2450 Kopenhagen
Tel +45 7020 5222
Fax +45 7020 0083

Finland
Arvokerta OY
Laajakorvenkuja 4 B 13
01620 Vantaa
Tel + 358 9 898 348
Fax + 358 9 898 348
e-mail: arvokerta@kolumbus.fi

France
Virages
15 - 17 rue du Landy
93200 Saint Denis - La Plaine
Tel +33 1 49 46 09 23
Fax +33 1 49 46 23 60
e-mail: info@virages.fr

Germany
alfi Zitzmann GmbH
Ernst-Abbe-Strasse 14
97877 Wertheim
Tel +49 93 42 877 0
Fax +49 93 42 877 160
e-mail: contact@alfi.de

Greece
Ikiakos Exoplismos SA
39 Marathonomachon St.
174 56 Alimos Athens
Tel +30 1992 8472
Fax +30 1993 6397
e-mail: ikiakos@sarafidisgroup.gr

Iceland
Te & Kaffi
Stapahrauni 4
220 Hafnarfjöröur
Tel +354 555 1910
Fax +354 555 1950

Italy
Edizioni Design s.r.l.
Via dello Stelli, 3
50010 Bagno a Ripoli (FI)
Tel +39 055 696 392
Fax +39 055 696 443
e-mail:viceversa@leonet.it

New Zealand
Prima Tazza Ltd.
13 Westmoreland Street West
Ponsonby, Auckland
Tel +64 9361 1692
Fax +64 9361 1695
liane@primatazza.co.nz 

Norway
Artinterior A/S
Postboks 57 Skoyen
0212 Oslo
Tel +47 22 51 61 50
Fax +47 22 52 31 45
e-mail:
rabbe.nyman@artinterior.no

Portugal
3 Pro-Serviços e Mercadorias, Lda
Rua de Santana, 963
Armazem: O
4465-742 Leça Balio
Tel +351 22 9028200
Fax +351 22 9028199
e-mail: 3pro@mail.telepac.pt

Spain
Magic L’Espresso S.L.
C/ Cogullada s/n
08550 Els Hostalets de Balenya
Tel +34 93 889 8485
Fax +34 93 889 8440
e-mail: admin@magic-
espresso.com

Sweden
Magasin för Svenska Hem AB
Maskingatan 2 - P.O. Box 3184
55003 Jönköping
Tel +46 36 10 09 40
Fax +46 36 71 22 93
e-mail: info@magasin-sv.se

Switzerland
FrancisFrancis! AG
Grepperstrasse 23
6403 Küssnacht am Rigi
Tel +41 41 854 41 41
Fax +41 41 854 41 44
e-mail: info@amici.ch

The Netherlands
Espresso Time
Bosdel 52/1
3600 Genk
Tel +32 89 32 28 00
Fax +32 89 32 28 01
e-mail: espresso.time@pi.be

United Kingdom/Ireland
FrancisFrancis! AG
Grepperstrasse 23
6403 Küssnacht am Rigi
Tel +41 41 854 41 34
Fax +41 41 854 41 44
e-mail: francisfrancis@amici.ch

USA
FrancisFrancis! USA, Inc.
Rt. 2, Box 133
27, Garrison Woods Road
Garrison, NY 10524
Tel +1 845 424 30 16
Fax +1 845 424 45 64
e-mail :
jan.anderson@worldnet.att.net
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